
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Cap Equity Locations Generates $500,000 Filming Revenue For Property Owners 
 
LOS ANGELES (January 16, 2012) - Cap Equity Realty, a boutique real estate firm that 
represents properties for the entertainment industry, announced that it generated more than 
$500,000 for property owners through its locations service, Cap Equity Locations. 
 
According to the company’s experience, filming on-location in Los Angeles can generate 
between $1,000 and $15,000 per day for residential properties, and commercial properties 
can generate upwards of $50,000 per day. By allowing Cap Equity Locations to showcase 
properties to production teams, owners are able to generate revenue, and productions are 
able to gain access to exclusive, never before filmed properties. Since the company’s 
inception in 2009, Brian Capossela’s team has facilitated properties for hundreds of 
productions including TV shows, commercials, photography, feature films and special 
events. 
 
“It’s amazing to be able to generate production revenue for property owners, especially 
when they’re in a tough situation and in need of extra cash”, says Brian Capossela, 
President. “We believe that there is an enormous opportunity for the production pipeline to 
leverage our entertainment contacts and unique properties.” 
 
Capossela, along with his team of locations professionals and real estate agents, work out 
the details of filming on-location, so property owners don’t have to. Cap Equity Locations 

has branded a FILM READY℠ framework, which delivers a quick response, consistent 

pricing and out the box problem solving for the most complex productions. 
 
About Cap Equity Realty: 
Cap Equity Realty is a boutique real estate firm that represents properties for the 
entertainment industry. Since opening in 2008, the company has built a culture around 
collaboration, creativity, and accountability. Cap Equity Realty was founded by Brian 
Capossela as a full-service real estate and marketing firm dedicated to maximizing profits 
for property owners. For more information visit www.CapEquity.com. 
 
About Cap Equity Locations: 
Cap Equity Locations, the locations service operating alongside Cap Equity Realty, 
exclusively represents properties used for filming, photography, and special events. For 
more information visit www.CapEquity.com/Locations. 
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